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Abstract
Conductive polymer composites of segmented polycarbonatediol polyurethane (PUPH)
and expanded graphite (EG) have been synthesized with different amounts of EG
conductive filler (from 0 to 50 wt%). SEM, X-ray diffraction measurements, FTIR and
Raman Spectroscopies demonstrated a homogeneous dispersion of the EG filler in the
matrix. The dielectric permittivity of the composites showed an insulator to conductor
percolation transition with the increase of the EG content. Significant changes in the
dielectric permittivity take place when the weight fraction of EG is in the range of
2030 wt%. Special attention has been paid to the dependence of the conductivity with
the frequency, temperature and EG content. The addition of expanded graphite to the
matrix causes a dramatic increase in the electrical conductivity of ten orders of
magnitude, which is an indication of percolative behavior. A percolation threshold of
30 wt% was evaluated by using the scaling law of the percolation theory.
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dielectric spectroscopy
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INTRODUCTION
Composites are a class of engineering materials consisting of a mixture of two or more
components present as separated phases and combined to improve a given property of
each individual component.1-2 The conducting polymerbased composites are materials
formed by a randomly fine dispersed conducting component (filler) in an insulating
polymer matrix. In the recent years, there has been a growing interest in this type of
materials due to their significant importance in both applied and basic sciences. These
composites offer the possibility of manufacturing light materials with adequate
mechanical properties, combining the inherent processability of polymers with the
electrical conductivity of the fillerconducting constituent. They can be used, for
example, as batteries, sensors, or Solar Cells.
Polycarbonatediol polyurethanes are very useful coatings for materials that are
subjected to environmental and thermal degradation. The materials used in coating
applications have to fulfill certain properties such as: high impact resistance, high
elasticity, resistance to corrosion, sunlight, oxidation or weather conditions. The
elastomeric-thermoplastic nature of the segmented polyurethanes make these materials
ideal for coatings applications.3,4 Another important property for coatings is the
electrical conductivity. Conductive metals lack of properties such as elasticity and
corrosion resistance. Carbon materials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), have been
used to increase the electrical properties of polymer matrices.5 However, CTNs are very
expensive for large-scale applications. Other conductive fillers such as graphite and its
variants are being used to provide electrical conductive properties to polymeric
matrices.6,7 We expect to obtain a composite material based on polycarbonatediol
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polyurethane as polymer matrix (PUPH) with excellent mechanical8 (PUPH-matrix) and
electrical properties (EG-filler), for possible coating applications.
A polymer matrix is basically an electrical insulating material due to the low
concentration of free charge carriers. When a conducting constituent is added, new
contributions can be presented. Their electrical response is mainly associated with
relaxation phenomena occurring under the influence of the alternated current (ac). The
ac electrical response of disordered systems to electric perturbations results in the
superposition of different contributions.9,10 These contributions are related to: (i) the
hopping process of localized charge carriers, (ii) the response produced by the
molecular structure deformation, following on the diffusion of charges through
percolation paths, and (iii) the dispersive response of the bound charges (dipolar
response). The dipolar response presents at high frequencies one or more secondary
relaxations. These processes are followed in decreasing order of frequency by the
glassrubber relaxation.
The conducting polymerbased composites are considered as heterogeneous
disordered systems11,12 and their electrical performance is directly related to the
permittivity/conductivity of the all constituent’s phases and to other parameters related
to the filler component, as the size, shape and volume fraction of the filler. Because of
the small dimensions of the filler component and the resulting high surfacetovolume
ratio, composites typically have, even at low filler concentrations, a high fraction of
interfacial regions (interphase) with a major influence on the electrical properties. When
an electric field is applied inside a heterogeneous system, containing different
constituents with dissimilar conductivities and permittivities, interfacial polarization
mechanisms take place due to the accumulation of electric charges at the interfaces of
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these materials. Thus, new contributions associated with the separation of charges at
internal

phase

boundaries,

referred

to

as

MaxwellWagnerSillars

(MWS)

polarization,13-15 should be taking into account. The MWS effects are more pronounced
for conductive materials and, in certain cases, this largescale polarization can mask the
dielectric orientation response of the material. Recently, there is evidence that this
process is not unique for heterogeneous systems, since their presence has been detected
in some complex homopolymers.16-18 An example of this kind of complex
homopolymers is the family of poly(nalkyl methacrylates). Structural studies based on
Xray diffraction have shown the aggregation of side groups of different monomeric
units, forming selfassembled alkyl nanodomains, their sizes being related to the length
of the side group.19,20
For the conducting polymerbased composites, the conducting filler content
results a crucial parameter that determine their electrical behavior. When the conducting
filler content is low, the mean distance between conducting particles is sufficiently large
and the conductivity is restricted by the presence of the dielectric matrix. However, by
increasing the conductive filler content, a physical path is formed, through which the
current can flow by percolating the whole system. According to the percolation theory,
a transition exists from a state of limited and spatially restricted connections of
conductive

particles

to

a

state

of

an

infinite

network

of

connections

(insulatorconductor transition). The transport properties exhibit, in the vicinity of the
transition, strongly nonlinear behavior which in the case of electrical conduction is
expressed as a power law transition.21-24 The percolation threshold represents the critical
concentration of the conductive particles content which is necessary for the onset of
conductive behavior to take place.
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Frequency dependent studies are very useful in order to obtain better
understanding of the charge transport mechanism. In this sense, dielectric spectroscopy
(DS)9,25,26 represents a powerful tool for investigating the polymer dynamics as well as
the polymerfiller interaction in composites materials. This technique allows studying
the temperature and frequency dependence of the electrical conductivity. In order to
investigate the physical origin of the occurring charge transport, different hopping
models (the variable range hopping27,28 and the random freeenergy barrier models29,30)
have been employed and applied to analyze the ac data.
In the present work, we report the chemical and conductive characterization of a
composite with segmented polycarbonatediol polyurethane (PUPH) as matrix and
commercial expanded graphite (EG) as the conducting filler. The aim of this work is the
phenomenological description and interpretation of the conductivity behavior of
PUPH/EG composites as a function of the expanded graphite (EG) content, temperature
and frequency.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Segmented thermoplastic polyurethanes are copolymers formed by hard and soft
segments. In the present study, 4,4’diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI), and
1,4butanediol (BD) supplied by Aldrich (Barcelona, Spain) constituted the
polyurethane hard segment and polyhexamethylenepentamethylene carbonate diol
(PH) of average molar mass 1000 supplied by UBE Chem Eur (Castellon, Spain) the
soft one. Natural graphite powder lower than 20 m size, and dimethyl acetamide
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(DMAc), as solvent, were purchased from Aldrich (Barcelona, Spain). All materials are
kept in a dry box to avoid humidity. Polyurethane (PUPH) solutions were obtained by a
standard polymerization method based on the twostep process in DMAc.31 Expanded
graphite (EG) was obtained by the method of chemical oxidation.32 In order to prepare
the composites,8 different weight fractions of EG between 0 and 50 wt%, were
introduced in the PUPH solution. The blend was sonicated in an ultrasonic bath for 1 h,
in order to disaggregate the flakes and also was vigorously stirred for 5 h to obtain a
stable dispersion. The suspensions were cast on glass slides, which were previously
washed in an ultrasonic bath with distilled water and later with acetone in order to
eliminate the water. The polyurethane/expanded graphite composites (PUPH/EG)
coated glasses were kept at 70 ºC during 12h. Films were prepared with dimensions of
(4 ×2.7) cm2 and with a thickness that ranged between 200 and 250 m. The scheme of
the chemical structure of the segmented polyurethane is shown in Fig. 1. The
nomenclature used for labelling the samples, the filler content in weight and volume
percentage, the glass transition temperature, TgDSC, and conductivity fitting parameters
to an Arrhenius dependence are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1. Scheme of the chemical structure of the segmented polyurethane in soft and
hard segments.
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Table 1. Sample name, composition, glass transition temperature and the corresponding
values of the conductivity activation energy and prefactor parameters of all the
analyzed films.

Sample name

DSC
Filler content Filler content Tg
by weight (%) by volume (%) (ºC)45

ln 0
(S cm-1)

Ea
(kJ mol-1)

PUPH
PUPH/5EG
PUPH/15EG
PUPH/20EG
PUPH/30EG
PUPH/40EG
PUPH/50EG

0
5
15
20
30
40
50

10.70.2
12.50.2
13.70.3
13.90.1




107.30.5
108.61.2
107.60.9
106.60.3




0
2.5
8.1
11.1
17.6
25.0
33.3

-4.8
-8.9
-1.0
-4.0
-0.4
-4.5
-3.1

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements were performed in a
Nicolet Nexus FTIR spectrometer over the range of 4504000 cm-1 with the attenuated
total reflectance accessory, ATR, by coaddition of 60 scans with a spectral resolution
of 2 cm-1.
Raman Spectroscopy
Raman Spectroscopy analysis was performed by using a Jobin Yvon T64000
Spectrometer with a resolution of 1 cm-1. The excitation source was a laser used
70Spectrum with Ar and Kr mixture capable of producing multiple colors in the
visible region. An excitation wavelength of 514 nm was used in all cases. The signal
was recorded in the range of 1200 to 3000 cm-1.
Morphological analysis
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed to determine the morphology on a
Hitachi S4800 microscope at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a working distance
of 14 mm. Small pieces of samples were placed in the sample holder (aprox. 5 cm
7

diameter) with the aim to study the samples surface. For the cross section observation,
the samples were cryoscopically fractured. All the samples were vacuum coated with a
thin Au-Pd layer before testing.
Xray characterization
The wide angle Xray diffraction (WAXRD) was acquired on a Bruker AXS D5005
diffractometer. The samples were scanned at 4 ºC min-1 using Cu K radiation ( =
0.15418 nm) at a filament voltage of 40 kV and a current of 20 mA. The diffraction
scans were collected within the range of 2 = 5–80º with a 2 step of 0.01º.
Electrical Characterization
The complex impedance of PUPH and PUPH/EG composites was measured in a
Novocontrol Broadband Dielectric Spectrometer (Hundsagen, Germany), integrated by
a SR lockin amplifier with an Alpha dielectric interface to carry out the measurements
in the frequency range of 10−2−106 Hz. The temperature was controlled by a nitrogen jet
(QUATRO) from Novocontrol with a temperature error of 0.1 °C during every single
sweep in frequency. Isothermal measurements were carried out using gold disks
electrodes of 20 mm of diameter at 44 frequencies between 510-2 and 3106 Hz. PUPH
and the composites until 20 wt% of EG filler were measured in the temperature range
from -150 to 150 ºC (5 ºC step) while the samples with higher EG content were
measured from 0 to 150 ºC (5 ºC step). The accuracy of the Alpha impedance
measurements is 0.01%. The composites direct current (dc) conductivity, dc, was
determined from the frequency dependency of the ac conductivity ac(), as the
extrapolated value of the conductivity plateau in the lowfrequency region.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fig. 2 shows the FTIR spectra of PUPH/EG composites at different EG contents. The
FTIR spectrum of the unfilled PUPH exhibits the typical bands for polyurethanes based
on polycarbonatediol: N–H stretching vibration at 32003500 cm-1, C=O stretching
vibration in the amide I region associated with free and Hbonded carbonyl groups at
16401800 cm-1, the carbonyl C=O stretching vibration in the amide region
(NHCOO) at 1621 cm-1, C=C aromatic stretching band at 1510 cm-1, CH2
deformation vibration at 1406 cm-1, CO carbonate group stretching band at 1226 cm-1,
COC stretching band in ester group at 1056 cm-1 and the peak of the rolling band
of the group CH2 detected at 760 cm-1. The NCO stretching band of MDI at 2270 cm1

has disappeared indicating that the reaction between OH and NCO groups has been

completed.33 Polyurethanes are capable of forming several kinds of hydrogen bonds due
to the presence of a donor NH group and a C=O acceptor group in the urethane
linkage. This is why hard segmenthard segment or hard segmentsoft segment
hydrogen bonding can exist. In the case of polycarbonatediolpolyurethane, the
appearance of a N–H band at 3310 cm–1 and a small one at 3000 cm-1 are attributed to
“free” and Hbonded N–H groups, respectively. These bands decrease with the EG
content suggesting that the filler disrupt the ordered structure of hardhard and
hardsoft interactions. On the other hand, the stretching vibration of the C=O groups in
the hard segments34 give rise to: (i) a main peak centered at 1735 cm-1, associated with
C=O groups that are free (nonhydrogen bonded); and (ii) the peak at 1700 cm-1 that
resulted from hydrogen bonding with urethane N–H groups. Significant suppression in
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hydrogen bonding can be inferred from the diminished peak intensity at 1700 cm-1 as
the amount of EG increases. These results suggest that the carboxyl groups in EG
contribute to the interfacial interaction between the PUPH backbone and the EG layers.
In other words, the C=O groups of the hard segments of PUPH may form hydrogen
bonds with the hydroxyl groups of fewlayered graphene. It is observed a decrease in
the intensity of 1730 cm-1 and 1700 cm-1 bands when the EG concentration is higher
than 15 wt%, being this decrease more noticeably for the last one. This fact implies that
addition of EG disrupt the carbonyl interactions indicating a good dispersion of the EG
in the thermoplastic polyurethane. Furthermore, the difficulty to detect the
characteristics’ signals of PUPH chains with increasing the EG content could be related
to the existence of some type of tether between both components.

Figure 2. FTIR spectra for PUPH and PUPH100/EG composites. The spectra were
scaled in the carbonyl absorbance region for better visualization.
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Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is commonly used to study the degree of exfoliation and
the structure perfection of the expanded graphite, easier detectable at low EG content
because the technique is highly sensitive to the density of defects and to the number of
graphene layers.35 Fig. 3 shows the Raman Spectra of PUPH, EG and PUPH/EG
composites with 0 to 50 wt% of EG content recorded by using a laser excitation
wavelength of 514 nm in the region of 12003000 cm-1. The polyurethane spectrum
shows the characteristic bands indicated as follows: the bending of CH at 1308 cm-1,
the asymmetric stretching of N=C=O and the bending mode of CH2 at 1445 cm-1, the
stretching of CN and the bending of NH at 1530 cm-1, the peak related to aromatic
ring breathing/stretching vibrational modes present in the phenylene groups of MDI
appears at 1612 cm-1and finally the CH2CH3 vibrational modes at 28003000 cm-1.36
Three characteristic bands are observed for pristine expanded graphite. The Dband
(defectinduced mode) at 1353 cm-1 appears when disorder is present in carbon
aromatic structure. The Gband (E2g mode) located at 1580 cm-1 is one of the carbon
materials bands attributed to the doubly degenerate vibration corresponding to the
hexagonal E2g mode of graphite with symmetry D46h.37 The G’band (secondorder
band) at 26002800 cm-1 is observed in all carbonaceous materials. It is the second
harmonic (or overtone) of the Dband due to the presence of sp2 bonded carbon atoms.
For the PUPH/EG composites, the Dband is only detected at compositions higher than
40 wt%, and the G and G’band at compositions higher than 20 wt%. In order to
quantify the interaction degree between PUPH and EG the spectra were fitted to Lorentz
curves to determine the areas of the corresponding bands, ID and IG. The ratio between
11

the areas of the Dband to the Gband (ID/IG) can be related to the order in
carbonaceous materials.38 The ID/IG ratio has been calculated for EG and PUPH/50EG
because at compositions below 50 wt% of EG the Dband is not well resolved. The
ratio ID/IG in the sample with 50 wt% of EG is 0.07, lower than the corresponding to
pristine EG (0.16). This fact indicates that the polymer chains have a negative effect in
the alignment of the graphite particles.

Figure 3. Raman Spectra of PUPH, EG and PUPH/EG composites. The spectra were
scaled for better visualization.
12

Morphological analysis
Fig. 4 shows SEM images of EG, PUPH, PUPH/15EG, and PUPH/50EG.
Graphite is formed by carbon atoms sp2 bonded in flat planes that keep together due to
Van der Waals forces. Graphite can be intercalated with a convenient solvent, as in this
work, and later with fast heating to a high temperature leads to exfoliation consisting of
an increase in the dimension perpendicular to the carbon layers of the intercalated
graphite. Expanded graphite, as shown in Fig. 4(A), shows a structure based on parallel
boards resulting in many pores. The spacing between the graphite layers increases
during exfoliation giving a porous structure consisting of numerous graphite sheets, so
that the polymer can be easily intercalated among them. Figs. 4(B), 4(D) and 4(F) show
the surface of the PUPH/EG composites with 0, 15 and 50 wt% EG content,
respectively. Obviously, in contrast to the PUPH surface, a certain roughness was
appreciated in presence of expanded graphite. This is evident when comparing the last
two images, being the roughness higher in the sample with higher EG content. Figs.
4(C), 4(E) and 4(G) correspond to the cross section of the PUPH, PUPH/15GE and
PUPH/50EG films, respectively. A good affinity of the EG for the PUPH is observed as
the EG layers become absorbed by the polyurethane leading to a continuous composite
structure.
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Figure 4. SEM images of: EG (A); PUPH (B), PUPH/15EG (D) and PUPH/50EG (F)
are surface images; and PUPH (C), PUPH/15EG (E) and PUPH/50EG (G) are a cross
section of the cryoscopic fracture.
14

Xray characterization
Fig. 5 shows the Xray patterns of EG, PUPH and PUPH/EG composites. EG
shows a two sharp peaks at q=18.7 nm-1 (2=26°) corresponding to diffraction in the
(002) plane and at q=37.5 nm-1 (2=54°) corresponding to the diffraction in the (110)
plane.39 The spectrum of PUPH shows the presence of a broad peak centered in the
vicinity of q=14.5 nm-1 (2=20.65°) and a small shoulder at q=8.9 nm-1 (2=12.6°).
These peaks are ascribed to the microphase separated morphology into “soft” and
“hard” segments occurring during polymerization and are an indication of short range
order, commonly observed in polyurethanes.40 The composites show a narrow
diffraction peak at q=18.7 nm-1 (2=26°) associated with the EG filler. The intensity of
the peaks related to PUPH at 2=20.65° decreases significantly, whereas that at
2=12.6° increases with the addition of EG. The intensity reduction reflects, in some
way, an eventual reduction in the number of existing nanodomains in the film. The
interdomain spacing d, which only depends on the molecular weight of the macrodiol
was estimated using the Bragg’s law to be equal to 0.5 nm.
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Figure 5. Xray diffraction patterns of EG, PUPH and PUPH/EG composites at
different EG contents. Inset: zoom of the Xray pattern in the 0 to 20 nm-1 region. The
spectra were scaled for better visualization.

Electrical Characterization
Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity and loss
factor at 1 kHz, for the pure PUPH and the PUPH/EG composites. As we can observe,
both the dielectric permittivity and loss factor, exhibit an abrupt variation by adding a
30 wt% of EG filler. For lower EG contents, the segmental dynamics of the PUPH
matrix seems to be slightly affected by the presence of the EG filler, which is in
agreement with previous observations reported for other composites.41,42
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the complex permittivity, at 1 kHz, for PUPH (●)
and PUPH/EG composites with different EG weight fractions (wt%).

The complex dielectric permittivity *()=()-i(), and complex electrical
conductivity, *()=()+i() are related to each other by *()=i0*(),
where 0 is the vacuum permittivity. So, the real and imaginary part of *() are given,
respectively, by ()=ac()=0() and ()=0().
Fig. 7 shows in double logarithmic plots the real component of the complex
conductivity, =ac (S cm-1), in the frequency domain for pure PUPH, and PUPH/EG
composites, measured at several temperatures. According to Fig. 7, the dc conductivity
of the analyzed samples increases with increasing temperature and EG content. The
conductivity exhibits a frequency dependence which becomes stronger as the
concentration of EG decreases. For low EG content, it is evident that the ac
conductivity, ac() increases with frequency and temperature, being dependent of both
magnitudes. The change of the conductivity at high frequencies is due to the increasing
importance of the polarization effects on the macroscopic conductivity. As usual, in the
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frequency domain, the isotherms corresponding to high temperatures exhibit a plateau
in the low frequency region, reflecting a frequency independent conductivity, i.e., dc
conductivity. The frequency range covered by the plateau increases with temperature.
The bulk conductivity of the pure PUPH increases with increasing frequency, as
expected for an insulator material, with a value at 30 ºC and 10-1 s-1 of about 210-14 S
cm-1. The conductivity value of the PUPH sample increases to ~ 4·10-10 S cm-1 at 120
ºC and 10-1 s-1, that is, four orders of magnitude. As we can observe, for samples with
EG content less or equal to 20 wt%, the frequency dependence of () is nearly linear
[()  s] in the high frequency range. However, for EG content equal or higher than
30 wt%, a frequency independent conductivity is obtained in all the experimental
frequency range. This absence of a frequency dependence for high EG contents could
be related to the occurrence of a highly interconnected filler network with almost the
absence of electrical barriers. We can also observe that the dc conductivity significantly
increases for EG content equal to or higher than 30 wt%. This observation suggests that
the critical filler content, i.e., the percolation threshold, should be near 30 wt% for this
particular PUPH/EG composite series. The MWS process is related to the buildup of
charges at the interfaces of components of heterogeneous systems. The charges can
migrate under the influence of the applied field contributing to the electrical response of
the systems.43,44 In our case, this phenomenon is related to the microphase separation
of the “soft” and “hard” segments. The reduction of the MWS process definition with
the EG content reflects a probable reduction in the number of existing nanodomains
imposed by the EG filler. This result is in agreement with that of Xray. Thus, the
incorporation of EG filler governs the polymer chain movement and, consequently, the
molecule polarization, which it is reflected in the dielectric spectra by the reduction of
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the MWS process intensity.

Figure 7. Frequency dependence of the ac conductivity, at several temperatures, for
pure PUPH polymer and PUPH/EG composites films, with an EG weight fraction
(wt%).
In order to study the effect of the EG content on the electrical conductivity of
PUPH/EG composites, we have represented in Fig. 8 the electrical conductivity ac as a
function of the EG weight percentage. As we can observe, the conductivity increases
continuously with the EG content in all the studied temperatures. Moreover, for
constant conductive filler content, a considerable increase of the conductivity appears as
the temperature is raised. According to these results, the temperature dependence of the
conductivity is more significant for EG contents lower than 30 wt%. The increase of EG
content results beneficial to form conductive. By further addition of EG filler the
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conductivity is gradually improved, and a sharp transition occurs at EG content of 30
wt%. Finally, for EG content higher than 40 wt%, nonsignificant changes are observed
in the conductivity values.

Figure 8. The EG content dependence of the conductivity for PUPH/EG composites at
various temperatures between 60 and 120 ºC at several frequencies: 103, 102 and 101
Hz.

Fig. 9 shows dc conductivity at 30 and 140 ºC, evaluated from the  value
when , as a function of the EG mass fraction. At both temperatures a sharp
20

increase in the electrical conductivity is observed when the EG content reaches 30 wt%.
This increase is more pronounced at 30ºC.
In order to calculate the percolation threshold, the data were fitted to the scaling
law of the percolation theory. This theory defines an insulationconductor transition
and a corresponding threshold of the conductive filler concentration via the equation:4446

 dc  C   p  p c 

t

p  pc

(1)

where C is a constant, pc is the weight fraction of filler or percolation threshold and t is
the scaling critical exponent. The critical t exponent is related to the dimensionality of
the system (1.3 and 2 in two and three dimensional materials, respectively).47 The data
were fitted to the scaling law and the values of C, pc and t, evaluated by multiple
nonlinear regression analysis, are listed in Table 2.
According to our results, the percolation threshold, pc, is nearly temperature
independent (Figure 8). Thus, the pc values obtained for both analyzed temperatures are
very similar. Moreover, these values are higher than those reported for other composites
with EG

48

. This fact is directly related to the morphology of the filler, which clearly

depends on the processing conditions49,50.
Furthermore, the scaling critical exponent, t, decreases slightly with the
temperature and the obtained value is somewhat smaller than the universal value of
threedimensional percolating systems (t = 2). The increase of t with decreasing
temperature could be then associated with the reduction in the dimensionality of the
conductive network, which occurs when temperature increases.
In all composites analyzed, the conductivity did not exceed 10-1 S cm-1, which is
13 orders of magnitude higher than PUPH, but much lower than the corresponding to
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EG filler. Moreover, extrapolation to p=100% using Eqn.(1) gives a conductivity of
0.32 and 0.73 S cm-1 for 30 ºC and 140 ºC, respectively. These values are 3 orders of
magnitude lower than the conductivity measured in EG pure filler.51 This result could
be related to the coating of the individual EG particles by the PUPH insulating surface,
resulting in a poor electrical contact between the EG particles. Therefore for low EG
content, the matrix acts as an electrical barrier, avoiding the direct contact between the
EG particles.
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Figure 9. Dependence of the dc conductivity on the EG weight mass fraction, p, at 30
ºC and 140 ºC (1 kHz). The solid line is a fit to the scaling law of the percolation theory.

Table 2. Percolation scaling law parameters at 30 ºC and 140 ºC.
30 ºC
t
1.760.01
pc (wt%)
29.140.02
-1
C (S cm ) 1.8210-41.0710-13
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140 ºC
1.610.01
29.720.02
7.8810-41.3710-8

Fig. 10 shows the dc conductivity values, obtained at several temperatures from
extrapolations to low frequencies, as a function of the reciprocal of temperature for all
the examined composites. As we can see, the dc conductivity is a thermally activated
process and can be described by σdc= σ0·exp(-Ea/RT). The experimental data were
satisfactorily linear fitted to an Arrhenius plot, and the evaluated activation energy (Ea)
and prefactor (0) values are summarized in Table 1. According to our results, the
reduction of the interparticle separation, by increasing the weight mass fraction of the
EG, results in the reduction of the corresponding activation energy values.

Figure 10. Plot of neperian logarithmic of the dc conductivity as a function of the
reciprocal temperature.

CONCLUSIONS
Composites of polycarbonatediol polyurethane and expanded graphite have been
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synthesized with different EG compositions, mainly to study the its electrical
conductive/dielectric behavior. FTIR and Raman spectroscopies, XRay diffraction and
SEM of the composites indicate a good average dispersion of EG in the polyurethane
matrix with good fillerpolymer interactions.
The electrical conductivity and dielectric properties of PUPH/EG composites
were studied in a wide range of frequencies and temperatures. These measurements
show that the dielectric permittivity and electrical conductivity of the composites
increase with the addition of EG, as expected. An insulatortoconductor transition is
observed with the EG content. Thus, an abrupt variation of both, dielectric permittivity
and ac conductivity, is observed at EG content near to 30 wt%. Only in the PUPH
sample or in the low EG content compositions, the interfacial polarization or MWS
process, is good defined. This result, together with the Xray analysis, indicates that the
EG produces a reduction in the number of formed nanodomains, directly responsible of
this conductive process.
For low contents of EG conducting filler (1020 wt%), the conductivity of the
composites is temperature and frequency dependent and remains at the level of the
polymeric PUPH matrix (10-14 S cm-1). As the EG filler content increases, a critical
concentration of pc30wt% is reached. Above this pc it is observed that conductivity is
nearly frequency and temperature independent and a sharp increase, of several orders of
magnitude, takes place. From these results it can be concluded that the conduction
comes about percolation paths. The percolation theory has been used to describe the
insulatortoconductor transition.
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Finally, the existence of percolation paths at high EG content it is also supported
by the observed Arrhenius conductivity behavior and by the activation energy
dependence on the EG content. The higher activation energy values observed for the
low filler contents can be rationalized if we consider that the mean distance between
filler particles increases with decreasing filler content.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1. Scheme of the chemical structure of the segmented polyurethane in soft and
hard segments.
Figure 2. FTIR spectra for PUPH and PUPH100/EG composites. The spectra were
scaled in the carbonyl absorbance region for better visualization.
Figure 3. Raman Spectra of PUPH, EG and PUPH/EG composites. The spectra were
scaled for better visualization.
Figure 4. SEM micrographs of EG (A), PUPH (B and C), PUPH/15EG (D and E) and
PUPH/50EG (F and G).
Figure 5. Xray diffraction patterns of EG, PUPH and PUPH/EG composites at
different EG contents. Inset: zoom of the X-ray pattern in the 0 to 20 nm-1 region. The
spectra were scaled for better visualization.
Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the complex permittivity, at 1 kHz, for PUPH (●)
and PUPH/EG composites with an EG weight fraction (wt%) of 5 (○), 15 (▲), 20 (Δ)
and 30 (■).
Figure 7. Frequency dependence of the ac conductivity, at several temperatures, for
pure PUPH polymer (●) and PUPH/EG composites films, with an EG weight fraction
(wt%) of 5 (○), 15(▲), 20 (Δ), 30 (■), 40 (□) and 50 (▼).
Figure 8. The EG content dependence of the conductivity for PUPH/EG composites at
various temperatures between 60 ºC and 120 ºC at 103, 102 and 101 Hz.
Figure 9. Dependence of the dc conductivity on the EG weight mass fraction, p, at 30
ºC and 140 ºC (1kHz). The solid line is a fit to the scaling law of the percolation theory.
Figure 10. Plot of neperian logarithmic of the dc conductivity as a function of
reciprocal temperature.
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